CURRENT ALERT
Plus Night: 18 September 2021
"Neptune Not Forgotten"

ICE GIANT QUEST GAME
The Quest game will focus on a scavenger hunt and quiz questions. Those under fourteen will need adult assistance. Number of prizes acquired based on age and points scored. [SA Cadets will receive one ticket for every ten points.]

FRONT DESK VIDEOS
* Voyager
   The first mission to all four gas giants!
* Europa Clipper
   Does this moon’s ocean harbor life?!
* LADEE
   The mysterious dust of our Moon will be uncovered!

FREE GIVEAWAYS
* Classic Spooky Spectrum Advertisements

DEMONSTRATIONS
* geological flow
* Euler’s Disk {7pm to 8:30pm only}
  * electronic memory game {8:30pm to 10pm only}
* resonance bowl
  * heat-sensitive squares
* Hero’s engine
  * polarizing light
* thermal expansion set
ACTIVITY
*Wooden Star Decoration (for first kids)
[$2.50 cash]

VIEWING EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT
*Bushnell 10x50 Binocular
---three available, $0.00
*GRM 15x50 Monocular
---one available, $0.00
*Vortex 8x42 Binocular
---one available, $1.00
<Cash only, please. Eighteen and older, please. Must leave picture ID.>

WORMHOLE REWARDS
*Defunct San Francisco-St. Louis Train Company Stock
---$20.00 [total price for both certificates]
*Alienology UFO Spoof Book
---$12.00
*Vintage Four-Seasons Cross Stitch Art
---$7.00
*The Moon Seems to Change by Franklyn Branley
---$5.50
*Classic “Don’t Panic” Computer Button
---$4.00
<Cash only, please.>

PREDICTED VISIBLE PASSES <weather permitting.>
*twelve passes of magnitude 2.5 or brighter